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ESA COACH
The most powerful weather station for sail
coaches.
Simple, versatile and innovative
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DESCRIPTION
With esa Coach you can visualize all the Regatta’s field data in real time directly on your boat.
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DESCRIPTION
The heart of the Esa Coach Instruments system is the control unit box ECB.
The ECB is equipped with internal GPS with quick content update, 4 NMEA0183 input to which connect the
sensors to be installed, and an analog input for the wind data coming from Raymarine sensors ST-50 ST-60
and ST-70 series.
The processed data are sent via Wi-Fi to smartphones, tablet and smartwatch devices.
There is also a NMEA0183 and NMEA2000 output to connect possibily fixed display, and RS232 output for
PC connection .
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TERMINAL ECB.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

“NMEA IN” 4 input NMEA 0183
“RAYMARINE IN” analogue input for Sensor Wind Raymarine ST-50/60/70.
“NMEA OUT” NMEA 0183 output
“RS232” In/Out RS232
Power 12/24V.
Power 8V for Wind Sensor Raymarine ST-50/60/70

Wi-Fi
Antenna
connector.
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GPS
Antenna
connector.
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TERMINAL ECB (ZOOM)
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ECB: CONNECTION SCHEME
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ECB: CONNECTION TO WIND SENSOR RAYMARINE ST50/60/70
1.
2.

Analogue Digital signals
Power 8V Raymarine

2

6
Sensor Cable
2
S C A
Signals

6
+

-

Power

Raymarine Wind Sensor Cable five-wire, see the image connection scheme with ECB
Keep the connections of cables colours as in the picture
- Blue/green: angle indication (analogue signals S/C)
- Yellow: speed indication (digital signal A)
- Red/Black: EIB power 8V (+/-)
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ECB: CONNECTION TO WIND SENSOR NASA WIRELESS
Sensor masthead wireless (1)
Receiver to be connected to ECB (2)

1

1

Radio antenna cable

2

1
Signals

Bat

+
Power

Control unit cables Radio connection to sensor masthead, See the image connection scheme
with ECB, to be connected to port 3 (NMEA 3) set to 4800 baud
- Blue/Red (Nmea +, -) contains information on wind speed and angle (3)
- Red plug Connection to power (boat battery +/- 12v) (4)
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ECB: CONNECTION TO AIRMAR TRIDUCER SENSOR
1. Signals NMEA 0183
2. Power 12v

1

5

Sensor cable
Shield do
not use

1

Power +/Blue Nmea -

5

White Nmea+
Airmar Smart Triducer (DST800, P99); provides boatspeed (BS), depth, water temperature
(data not used) For using it, set baud rate port 2 (NMEA 2) at 4800
Maintain connection of cables colors like in the picture.
- Blue/White NMEA data (2)
- Red/Black: power with 12V source (it could be the same of ECB) (4)
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ECB: CONNECTION TO NASA NMEA COMPASS SENSOR
1. Signals NMEA 0183
2. Power 12v

1

5
Sensor cable
Power +

1

Shield has to be doubled

5
Shield (S)Nmea -

(B)

(S)

Power -

Blue (B) Nmea +

NASA NMEA compass sensor (set Baud rate port 1 (NMEA 1) at 4800)
Maintain connection of cables colors like in the picture.
- Blue: data cable compass (analouge signals) (2)
- Shield: double the cable, use one side to connect with NMEA -, the other with Power - 12 V
- Rosso: power 12 v +
- Power 12V can be the same of ECB
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CONFIGURATION ECB
To custumize the configuration you must use the program ‘EIB Config_v1.exe’ that you will find on our
website www.astrayacht.com in the Download section: Software PC.
Below are the main information for using the configurator; for a more complete description, refer to the
GAMP NMEA0183 manual that you always find on our website www.astrayacht.com in the download
section: Docs & Manuals.
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CONFIGURATION ECB.
The Setup program is connected to the control unit ECB via Wi-Fi.
The first step is to connect your PC to the Wi-Fi network ESA_INST;
This is a secure network so you'll have to enter the network password: fae95a0697;
After the first Connection, network name and password can be changed through the configurator itself.

ESA_INS
T
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CONFIGURATION ECB.
Once connected to the network ESA_INST, launch the configuration program EIBConfig_v1.exe.
Press Connect and than OK on the window with the IP address of the unit, which is already set up properly
with the IP adress: 192.168.1.3.
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CONFIGURATION ECB.
Once started the connection, on the window in the upper left you will see the flow of the input data.
In order to change the settings for the unit box ECB you must first take a reading of the current values of
Configuration, pressing Read.
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CONFIGURATION ECB.
After pressing Read, in the section Input/Output Setting will appear the configuration values of the
downstream speed of the various inputs and of the wired output.
In the section Talker ID (T.ID) (see the highlighted box) you can insert a device ID different from the original
(two capital letters);
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CONFIGURATION ECB. SELECTION BAUD RATE PORT IN/OUT
Set the downstream speed according to the specifications of the connected device.
A LOG or WIND sensor will have probably a Baud rate of 4800, an AIS transmitter a 38400 baud rate;
Compass and GPS depend on the model and manufacturer. Read carefully the manual of the single
devices to set the correct port speed.
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CONFIGURATION ECB. SETTING PRIORITY INPUT
Use this option to manage duplicate data coming from multiple inputs.
If connected another GPS device you want to use as the main, you'll have to give it a higher priority than the
internal GPS. If after a period of programmed Time out, the data does not arrive from the entrance to a
given higher priority, the same will be picked up from the entrance to lower priority.
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CONFIGURATION ECB. ENABLING NMEA STRINGS.
If you want to use applications or hardware devices that require the standard protocol NMEA0183, you can
enable the transfer of that information, selecting Sentence's Type in the window.
You can send in OUT only ESA sentences, only NMEA sentences, or both ESA and NMEA sentences
(Merge).
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CONFIGURATION ECB. SENTECES’ FILTERING.
Through the section Filter of the configuratior, you can block some NMEA sentences in input.
Just enter the name of the sentences to be blocked in the box New Rule and press Add Rule to see the
sentence in the Filter window; press Commit to make the filtering effective.
If the sentence is present in more than one input, you can choose where to pass it clicking on the box
corresponding to the desired input until the check mark appears.
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Configuration ECB. Example of sentence filtering.
Select the MWD sentence entering its name in
the box New Rule and pressing Add Rule.
The sentence appears in the Filter window.
Pressing Commit it will be blocked by the filter.

If the sentence is coming from more than one
input and you want to use only that from input 3,
for example, click on the box corresponding to the
desired input until the check mark appears..
Pressing Commit the MWD sentence will pass
only from the input 3.

You can use the Capture button to see all
sentences in input. Delate from the filter windows
the ones you want to pass and keep the ones you
wont to block (for example the string unused by
the GPS: from this device keep only VTG, GGA e
GLL). Press Commit to make the filtering
effective.
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Configuration ECB. Setting confirmation.
N.B. Implementing the unit box changes is possible by confirming it pressing the Commit button.
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ECB. MINIMUM CONFIGURATION.

The minimum configuration of the ECB system, involves the installation of the Wind Sensor to be connected
directly to the unit box ECB.
Using data coming from the GPS, combined with the information of the apparent wind, the ECB is able to
obtain all the useful information for the navigation, such as boat speed, wind speed and angle of the real
direction of the real wind, compass heading.
For the calcaltion of this last data, the ECB uses the value of the drift of the boat to correct the data of the
COG coming from the GPS.
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ECB: INSTALLATION OF SENSOR RAYMARINE ST50/60/70
1. Wind sensor RAYMARINE mast support, to be tightened to the seat support, choose a solid place.

2. Wind sensor RAYMARINE mast support, fix it so that the wind sensor RAYMARINE has a vertical
position.
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ECB: INSTALLATION OF SENSOR RAYMARINE ST50/60/70
3. Wind sensor RAYMARINE mast support, in a vertical position.

4. Pass the wind sensor RAYMARINE cable from the unit control ECB to the point where the connector will
be installed. USEFUL TIP: mount the connector as much as possible near the wind sensor RAYMARINE
mast, to decrease any excess cables.
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ECB: INSTALLATION OF SENSOR AIRMAR TRIDUCER
1. Follow the installation instruction of AIRMAR TRIDUCER.
2. The correct position of the VSR 5.8R is on the right side from 4,5 cm of the hull (see image).
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ECB: INSTALLATION OF SENSOR AIRMAR TRIDUCER
3. Mount AIRMAR TRIDUCER following the Airmar instructions and fix the cable with plastic straps.

4. Pass the cable of the AIRMAR TRIDUCER sensor until the unit box. USEFUL TIP: if it is possible pass
the cable into the specific wireway. To make the AIRMAR TRIDUCER sensor removable it is reccomanded
to applied a connector to the cable like in the image.
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ECB: INSTALLATION OF NASA NMEA COMPASS SENSOR
1. Follow the installation instruction of NASA NMEA COMPASS sensor.
2. The correct position of the VSR 5.8R is under the seat away from the magnetism effects.
3. Pass the cable of the NASA NMEA COMPASS sensor until the unit box.
4. PAY ATTENTION: the NASA NMEA COMPASS sensor mast be fixed while maintaining the face (written
side) upwards, otherwise it does not work.
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